About Marks Lumber

Join Marks Lumber, an award-winning company that is dedicated to producing sustainable products and advocating for the health of our forests and the Montana way of life. As a small, family-run business, we believe in the importance of honesty, integrity, and pride in one’s self and work. We offer competitive wages, paid holidays, medical insurance, vacation times, and employer-matched IRA contributions. Whether you’re looking to start your career or expand on an already developed skill set, Marks Lumber is always on the lookout for qualified individuals to join our team.

Yard Hand Summary

Marks Lumber is a highly diversified and specialized lumber manufacturer producing a variety of products, including rough-cut lumber, timbers, flooring, and siding. As a lumber manufacturer and retailer, we not only sell products that we produce, but we also stock and sell lumber products purchased from wholesalers.

The yard hand position at Marks Lumber is a fast-paced customer service and manufacturing position. Strong timber products knowledge combined with solid organization is required to be successful in this position. As a yard hand, you will work closely with the sales team and inventory control personnel to ensure accurate orders and quality control. The yard hand position is an essential part of the Marks Lumber team. Because we are a small business, you will also be involved in other duties, including the grading of lumber and planing of flooring and siding products.

Duties

- Pull orders accurately and efficiently while keeping detailed inventory documentation of work performed.
- Load the dry kiln and maintain necessary moisture and inventory records.
- Monitor drying conditions in the dry-kiln and coordinate with boiler operators on operation of dry-kiln.
- Assist with the operation of optimizing and end-matching flooring, including keeping accurate inventory records.
- Assist with planing patterned stock, including keeping accurate inventory records.
- Assist with the grading of timbers, posts, light-framing material, and boards, including keeping accurate inventory records.
• Assist with verification of inventory status.

Qualifications

(Education Requirements, Work Experience, and Certifications)

• High school diploma or equivalent.
• Customer service experience.
• Forklift experience preferred.
• Timber and Lumber Product Knowledge preferred.

Job Specific

• Forklift Operation
• Arithmetic Skills
• Timber Products Knowledge
• Marks Lumber Business and Manufacturing Process Knowledge
• Computer Skills

Compensation

$17.50- $23.50/hour or commensurate with experience> Vacations, Paid Holidays, Medical Insurance, Employer matched 401K.

Please visit https://markslumber.us/careers for information on how to apply.